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Three word-spotting experiments assessed the role of syllable onsets and offsets in lexical segmentation. Participants detected CVC words embedded initially or finally in bisyllabic nonwords with aligned (CVC.CVC) or misaligned (CV.CCVC) syllabic structure. A misalignment between word and syllable onsets (Experiment 1) produced a greater perceptual cost than a misalignment between word and syllable offsets (Experiments 2 and 3). These results suggest that listeners rely on syllable onsets to locate the beginning of words. The implications for theories of lexical access in continuous speech are discussed.  2001 Elsevier Science (USA) Key Words: syllable; spoken word recognition; lexical segmentation; word-spotting.



The intuition that speech comes in syllables is probably universal and as ancient as the very beginnings of human thinking about language. Even though the introduction of the notion into phonology is relatively recent, the syllable is now generally considered a fundamental unit in modern accounts of many aspects of language behavior. Yet, somewhat paradoxically, despite the large amount of research that the syllable has generated and its ubiquitous appearance in linguistic and psycholinguistic theorizing, the exact role of syllables in the perception of speech and word recognition in continuous speech is still far from clear. Early research into the role of the syllable in speech recognition focused on the question of its psychological reality as a ‘‘perceptual unit’’ (e.g., Savin & Bever, 1970). However, it has since appeared that this question was too vague and needed to be refined. One step in this direction was to distinguish between two fundamental functions of the perceptual mechanisms involved in speech processing (e.g., Norris & Cutler, 1985). One of these functions, that of classification, must deal with the lack of invariance of speech and involves assigning time-varying stretches of input onto some mental categories serving as intermediate representations in the lexical mapping The work reported herein was supported by grants from the Direction Ge´ne´rale de la Recherche Scientifique—Communaute´ franc¸aise de Belgique (A.R.C. 96/01-203) and from the Swiss National Fund for Scientific Research (Projects 1113-049698.96 and 1114-059532.99). It was carried out while the first author was research assistant of the National Fund for Scientific Research (Belgium). We thank David Ott for his voice; Marie-He´le`ne Banel for her help in testing participants; and Anne Cutler, Gareth Gaskell, James McQueen, Christophe Pallier, and two anonymous reviewers for fruitful comments or discussions. Address correspondence and reprint requests to Nicolas Dumay, Psycholinguistic Research Group, Department of Psychology, University of York, Heslington, York YO10 5DD, United Kingdom. Fax: 44 1904 433181. E-mail: [email protected]. 144 0093-934X/01 $35.00  2001 Elsevier Science (USA) All rights reserved.
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process. The other function, which copes with the quasicontinuous nature of speech and the absence of a unique and reliable marker of the word boundaries, is called segmentation. It plays a role in finding the correct alignment between the intended words in the signal and lexical representations. In this regard, Norris and Cutler (1985) insisted that segmentation is logically distinct from classification: Whereas classification entails necessarily some form of segmentation, segmentation does not require classification. In view of this distinction, the original claim that the syllable constitutes a ‘‘perceptual unit’’ is ambiguous, and indeed, more recent theorizing has envisaged the syllable either as a classification unit or as a segmentation point. For instance, Cutler and Norris (1988) proposed that in English, the onsets of strong syllables (i.e., syllables that contain an unreduced vowel) provide alignment points for the lexical mapping process, without the signal being categorized into syllabic units. In contrast, for French (as well as the other Romance languages), the dominant conception is that the syllable constitutes the basic classification unit in speech perception and lexical access (Mehler, 1981; Mehler, Dupoux, & Seguı´, 1990; Seguı´, 1984; Seguı´, Dupoux, & Mehler, 1990). In particular, Mehler et al. (1990) argued that the signal is recoded and categorized prelexically into syllable-sized units. In their view, ‘‘speech is segmented into elementary units that roughly correspond to the syllable. . . . Syllabic frames are recognized by a bank of syllabic analyzers . . .’’ (p. 255). In what follows, we briefly review the relevant evidence about the perceptual role of syllables in French and discuss it in light of the segmentation/classification contrast introduced above. An influential finding taken to favor prelexical syllabic classification comes from a seminal study by Mehler, Dommergues, Frauenfelder, and Seguı´ (1981) using the sequence detection task (see Frauenfelder & Kearns, 1996, for further details). In this study, French listeners were faster at sequence detection for targets that matched the first syllable (e.g., ba in balance or bal in balcon) than for targets which corresponded either to more or less than the first syllable (BA in BALCON or BAL in BALANCE). This crossover interaction between target type (CV vs CVC) and word structure (CV words vs CVC words) has been called the syllable effect. In follow-up experiments (Cutler, Mehler, Norris, & Seguı´, 1986), in which English and French listeners detected sequences in both French and English materials, the language-specific nature of the syllable effect was demonstrated. However, the difference lay less in the acoustic/phonetic realization of the words in the two languages than in the perceptual mechanisms developed in the two groups of listeners. In fact, the syllable effect was shown by French participants whatever the language of input, whereas no such effect occurred in either language for English participants. The sequence detection paradigm has since been used in numerous cross-linguistic investigations (see Cutler, 1993, for an overview) which have contributed to the wide acceptance of the idea that the syllable is a unit of classification in French (see Kolinsky, 1998, for detailed review and discussion). Yet, several arguments suggest that the sequence detection studies do not provide conclusive evidence in favor of prelexical syllabic classification. First, as pointed out by Morais and Kolinsky (1992; see also Kolinsky, 1998), the pattern of response latencies obtained by Mehler et al. (1981) does not exactly fit with the predictions of a syllabic classification account. Indeed, under the sequentiality assumption implied by this explanation, one would expect the detection of CV targets in CVC words (ba in balcon) to yield shorter latencies than the detection of CVC targets in CV words (bal in balance) because listeners need to identify the second syllable in the latter case but not in the former. Second, the sequence detection task requires listeners to explicitly segment the
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carrier and evaluate the match with the target (e.g., Frauenfelder & Kearns, 1996). Hence, the observed effects may not reflect early perceptual processing, but conscious segmentation strategies applying at the postrecognition level (Kolinsky, 1998; Morais, 1985; Morais, Content, Cary, Mehler, & Seguı´, 1989). In addition, the finding that the occurrence of the effect is restricted to slow participants (cf. Dupoux, 1993; Sebastia´n-Galle´s, Dupoux, Seguı´, & Mehler, 1992) casts doubt on the mandatory status of a perceptual syllable coding process. Third, recent data indicate that the syllable effect may be linked to specific acoustic–phonetic properties of some types of consonants, a result which considerably reduces the theoretical relevance of the syllable effect. In Mehler et al.’s (1981) experiment, all words started with a plosive followed by the same vowel (/a/) and either /l/ or /r/ as pivotal consonant. Content, Meunier, Kearns, and Frauenfelder (in press) had French speakers detect CV or CVC sequences at the beginning of bisyllabic pseudowords varying in syllable structure and pivotal consonant. Overall, the study failed to replicate the syllable effect. A clear crossover interaction was, however, observed for liquid pivotal consonants under target-blocking conditions, hence suggesting that the syllable effect may be restricted to the use of liquid consonants. In addition, regression analyses showed that phoneme duration accounted for a large proportion of the variance for CVC target detection, suggesting that participants were reacting rather directly to phonemic throughput. The sensitivity of native-speakers of Romance languages to syllabic structure has been demonstrated using other paradigms. For instance, using the attentional allocation technique introduced by Pitt and Samuel (1990), Pallier, Sebastia´n-Galle´s, Felguera, Christophe, and Mehler (1993) examined the effect of a manipulation of listeners’ expectations. They showed that phoneme monitoring was facilitated when participants were induced to expect targets in a fixed position within the syllabic structure (i.e., either at the coda as in tactile or at the onset as in tableau), regardless of their absolute phonemic position (for example, in the ‘‘onset’’ case, caprice as well as proble`me; see also Tabossi, Collina, Mazetti, & Zoppello, 2000, for similar results in Italian). Illusory conjunctions of dichotic stimulus fragments have also been tested for syllable effects. Using CVCV stimuli, Kolinsky, Morais, and Cluytens (1995) examined the probability of illusory word percepts (e.g., bijou, jewel, or koton, cotton) resulting from the erroneous recombination of various parts of the two inputs. They observed that syllable migrations (biton/kojou) were more frequent than migrations involving two adjacent but not tautosyllabic fragments (kijon/botou). Finally, in the study mentioned above, Tabossi et al. (2000, Experiment 5) used the semantic cross-modal priming paradigm. Three-phoneme fragments, excised from trisyllabic base words, were presented as primes in a visual lexical decision task. Targets were related or unrelated to the words from which the priming excerpts were extracted. In support of the syllabic access hypothesis, a significant (facilitatory) priming effect was found only when the syllabic structure of the prime matched that of the base word related to the target (e.g., /si.l/, from silenzio, silence, vs /sil./, from silvestre, silvan, for the target rumore, noise; /sɔl./, from soldato, soldier, vs /sɔ.l./, from solare, solar, for the target guerra, war). All these results indicate that listeners do exploit some properties of the syllabic structure of speech. However, none of them constitutes direct evidence in favor of the hypothesis that the syllable serves as an access code to the mental lexicon. While Tabossi et al.’s (2000) cross-modal priming results are certainly consistent with a syllabic view of lexical access, they remain open to alternative explanations, as the authors themselves noted. Furthermore, recent data obtained using syllabification tasks challenge the view
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that French listeners have clear and concordant intuitions about syllable boundaries. Content, Kearns, and Frauenfelder (2001) showed that French listeners are not consistent in their syllabification of simple CVCV words. Participants had to repeat either the first or the second part of the same CVCV stimulus words. A clear dissociation was observed. The vast majority of second-part responses included the intervocalic consonant (e.g., ballon ⬎ lon), as predicted by all phonological analyses of French. But first-part responses split nearly evenly between CV and CVC responses (e.g., ballon ⬎ ba or bal). Moreover, the tendency to produce closed (CVC) first-part responses was more manifest for more sonorous consonants and also was influenced by orthographic gemination (e.g., ballon vs palais). Similar findings were obtained with preliterate and literate children (Content, Dumay, & Frauenfelder, 1999). The observation that second-syllable responses in syllabification tasks nearly always began with the consonant suggests that syllable onsets constitute reliable segmentation points in the signal and led us to the view that, rather than serving as classification units, syllables are primarily involved in segmentation. More precisely, syllable onsets help the listener segment the speech flow. Given that syllable onsets and word onsets frequently coincide, a syllable onset segmentation strategy may also be a useful heuristic for determining potential word beginnings. Hence, the detection of syllable onsets would help lexical segmentation by providing the lexical search mechanisms with privileged alignment points in the signal (or its prelexical representation). We therefore proposed the Syllable Onset Segmentation Heuristic (SOSH; Content, Kearns, & Frauenfelder, 2001; Frauenfelder & Content, 1999; see also Content, Dumay, & Frauenfelder, 2000), according to which listeners take any syllable onset to be a possible word onset and use it as an alignment point for the lexical mapping process. In this framework, the goal of segmentation is less to permit speech classification than to find likely alignments between the (presumably infrasyllabic) classification units and the lexical entries in order to recover the intended parse. The present study tested the SOSH hypothesis in a direct way by assessing the role of syllable onsets and offsets in spoken word recognition. We used the wordspotting task (Cutler & Norris, 1988), in which participants are required to discover monosyllabic words embedded in longer nonsense carriers. The word-spotting task has proven very useful for studying the role of various segmentation cues for word recognition in continuous speech (see McQueen, 1996, for further details). Indeed, it has been shown to be sensitive to variables like metrical structure and stress (Banel & Bacri, 1994; Cutler & Norris, 1988; Vroomen & de Gelder, 1997a), lexical competition (McQueen, Norris, & Cutler, 1994; Norris, McQueen, & Cutler, 1995; see also Dumay, Frauenfelder, & Content, 2000), phonotactics (Gaygen & Luce, submitted; McQueen, 1998; van der Lugt, 2001; Weber, 2000), and allophonic variations (Dumay, Content, & Frauenfelder, 1999; Kirk, 2000; Yerkey & Sawusch, 1993). Here, the syllabification of the carriers was manipulated by varying the nature of the medial consonant clusters, so that the syllable boundary could be aligned or misaligned with one boundary of the embedded target word. If the speech stream is classified into syllabic units as assumed by Mehler and co-workers (e.g., Mehler et al., 1990), similar costs should be obtained for onset and offset misalignment, since in both cases the target word would be misaligned with a boundary between two classification units. In contrast, if, as proposed by SOSH, speech is classified into smaller size units, and syllable onsets constitute preferred alignment points, only onset alignment should be crucial for target recognition, and consequently, misalignment effects should be stronger for finally embedded than initially embedded targets. Experiment 1 was aimed at assessing the effect of onset misalignment and used finally embedded target words, whose onset was either aligned (e.g., such as lac, lake, in zun.lac) or misaligned (zu.glac) with the syllable boundary. Experiment 2
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examined the effect of offset misalignment, with initially embedded targets, either aligned [such as jup(e), skirt, in jup.te`che] or misaligned (ju.ploune) with the syllable boundary. Finally, Experiment 3 was a replication of Experiment 2, but used a different carrier set for the aligned condition (jup.chonte). Whereas Experiment 2 used medial consonant clusters that exist in French at a syllable boundary but within words, Experiment 3 employed clusters that occur only across word boundaries. EXPERIMENT 1



Method Participants. Thirty-two students (mean age: 27 years; range: 19–41 years) from the University of Geneva participated in the experiment, as volunteers or as part of an introductory course in psycholinguistics. They were all native speakers of French and reported no hearing or speech disorder. Materials. Thirty French content words of CVC structure, starting with a liquid (e.g., lac, /lak/, lake) and with a mean frequency of 7,361 (range: 34–27,436) occurrences per 100 million, were selected using Brulex, a lexical database for French (Content, Mousty, & Radeau, 1990). These words appeared as targets embedded in final position in CVCCVC bisyllabic nonce carriers. The main variable of interest was the syllabification of the carriers, which was manipulated by changing the first consonant of the medial cluster. In one condition, the two consonants were separated by a syllable boundary (i.e., CVC.CVC), so that the target word was aligned with the onset of the second syllable of the carrier (e.g., zun.lac). In the other condition, the two consonants were both assigned to the onset of the second syllable (i.e., CV.CCVC), so that the target was misaligned (by one phoneme) with the onset of the second syllable (e.g., zu.glac). Because existing descriptions of syllabification disagree for many classes of consonant clusters, we compared several proposals and selected clusters for which at least four of five were in agreement (see Goslin & Frauenfelder, in press, for further details). The only clusters unanimously considered as nonseparable consisted of a subset of the OBstruent–LIquid clusters. This subset, referred to as the OBLI class by Dell (1995), includes the combinations of a stop or the fricative /f/ or /v/ with the liquid // or /l/, excluding /dl and tl/ clusters, illegal at word onset. In the misaligned condition, the OBLI clusters consisted of /d/, /f/, /k/, /p/, /t/, and /v/ for the 21 targets beginning with // and /bl/, /fl/, /kl/, and /gl/ for those beginning with /l/. In the aligned condition, the consonant clusters were /l/, /m/, and /n/ for targets starting with // and /ml/, /nl/, and /l/ for those starting with /l/. Except /nl/ and /n/, all the C.C clusters were attested within a French morpheme. The carriers were all phonotactically legal in French. To eliminate the influence of lexical cues on segmentation, none of the initial CV, CVC and CVCC portions constituted words. Similarly, to avoid lexical competition effects, the initial CVCC portion was compatible with no longer word, and the final CCVC portion never constituted a word or the beginning of a longer word. Thirty nonce CVCCVC bisyllabic strings in which no CVC word was embedded were created as filler trials along the same principles as those followed for the carriers. For half of the fillers, the syllable boundary fell within the medial consonant cluster (e.g., gur.linque); for the other half, it fell just before (e.g., na.dric). To avoid any association between the identity of the consonant sequence and the presence of a target, the distribution of the consonant clusters in the fillers was roughly identical to that in the carriers. Finally, 20 additional trials similar to the experimental materials and in which no experimental target appeared served as a practice block. All the carriers—listed in the Appendix—and fillers were pronounced in a soundproof booth by a male native speaker of French, unaware of the goals of the experiment. The speaker was required to read each string silently before saying it aloud. The stimuli, recorded via a Sennheiser ME-80 microphone, were directly stored onto a Macintosh II CI computer at a 16,000-Hz sampling rate with 16-bit analog-to-digital conversion, using the Sound Designer II software. Each item was then transferred to a single sound file, and the duration of the carrier, target, and liquid was measured from the waveform. On average, neither the carriers nor the targets differed in duration significantly between the aligned and the misaligned conditions [682 ms (range: 539–775) vs 674 ms (range: 524–755), t(29) ⫽ .57, for the carriers; 388 ms (range: 287–475) vs 384 ms (range: 293–464), t(29) ⫽ .53, for the targets]. In contrast, the liquid was found to be significantly longer in the CVC.CVC than in the CV.CCVC carriers [84 ms (range: 55–106) vs 71 ms (range: 20–105), t(29) ⫽ 3.56, p ⬍ .002]. The carriers and fillers were assigned to two lists. Each included 30 carriers and 30 fillers in a fixed pseudorandom order, with the constraint that no more than three carriers or three fillers occurred consecutively and that two carriers in the same alignment condition never appeared in direct succession. Targets and fillers occurred in the same position across the two lists, whereas the alignment condition for a given
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target was varied from one list to the other. Alignment was counterbalanced over the lists such that each list contained 15 targets in each condition. Each list was split up into two blocks of 30 trials, in which the items were distributed in nearly equal proportions. Procedure. Stimulus presentation, timing, and data collection were controlled by Psyscope 1.1 (Cohen, MacWhinney, Flatt, & Provost, 1993). The stimuli were presented with D/A conversion directly from the disk and played to the participants at a comfortable level through Beyerdynamic DT-100 headphones. Participants were tested individually in a soundproof booth. They were told that they would hear a list of nonsense strings and that their task was to attempt to spot the real words embedded at the end of some of the strings, provided that these words began with one consonant. Participants were instructed to press a button (with their preferred forefinger) as soon as they spotted a word and to repeat that word aloud immediately. Each trial started with a 100-ms warning signal which terminated 1000 ms before the stimulus. The time interval between the onset of two successive trials was 4.5 s. Reaction times corresponding to the button push were measured from carrier onset, and the oral responses were checked on-line by the experimenter for accuracy. Sixteen participants were assigned to each list. The order of block presentation was balanced so that eight participants were presented with block 1 and then block 2, while this order was reversed for the eight other participants. Before the experiment started, two runs of the practice trials presented in two different orders were performed. The experiment lasted about 20 min.



Results and Discussion Reaction times (RTs) and error rates were used as dependent variables. Chronometrical analyses were based on RTs with correct oral responses only. Reaction times were adjusted by subtracting carrier duration so as to measure from target offset. Error rates (7% overall) included omissions as well as target-bearing trials for which participants pressed the button but reported nothing or a wrong word. The rate of false detections, i.e., positive responses to filler trials was 2.7%. Mean RTs (by participants) and mean error rates are reported in Table 1. On average, target words were spotted 93 ms faster when their onset was aligned with the onset of the second syllable of the carrier than when it was misaligned with it. Repeated-measures analyses of variance (ANOVAs) performed on mean RTs by participants (F1) and by items (F2) with alignment as factor revealed that the alignment effect was highly significant [F1(1, 31) ⫽ 15.45, MSE ⫽ 9,075.9, p ⬍ .001; F2(1, 29) ⫽ 7.97, MSE ⫽ 33,794.5, p ⬍ .01]. As regards accuracy, error rates were on average more than three times lower in the aligned than in the misaligned condition. ANOVAs similar to those performed on the RTs indicated that the alignment effect on the error rates was also significant [F1(1, 31) ⫽ 16.32, MSE ⫽ 52.1, p ⬍ .001; F2(1, 29) ⫽ 5.38, MSE ⫽ 148.3, p ⬍ .03]. In sum, spotting a word embedded finally is both faster and easier when the onset of the word is aligned with the onset of a syllable than when this is not the case. In the aligned condition, one third of the carriers contained a cluster which was only attested at a morpheme boundary (e.g., /nl/ or /n/), while the rest included



TABLE 1 Mean Reaction Times (RTs) Measured from Target Offset and Error Rates for Experiment 1 Target Aligned Misaligned Difference ⫹⫹



Carrier type zun.lac zu.glac



RTs (ms)



Errors (%)



361 (117) 454 (153) 93⫹⫹



3.3 (5.4) 10.6 (9.1) 7.3⫹⫹



Indicates a difference statistically significant by participants and items.
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clusters which could be found within morphemes. In order to assess whether the alignment effect was primarily due to syllabic or morphological cues, post hoc analyses were run to compare the two subsets. A 116-ms alignment effect was obtained for the morphological clusters (334 vs 450 ms, respectively, for the aligned and misaligned conditions), and an 81-ms effect was observed for the syllabic clusters (370 vs 451 ms). There was no interaction between alignment and type of cluster [F1 ⬍ 1; F2(1, 28) ⫽ 1.38, ns]. On error rates, a trend to an interaction between alignment and type of cluster was observed though only by participants (F1(1, 31) ⫽ 3.73, MSE ⫽ 164.1, p ⫽ .063; F2(1, 28) ⫽ 1.77, MSE ⫽ 144.5, p ⬍ .2). However, its interpretation is less straightforward, since this trend appears to be due to an increase in errors in the misaligned condition (16.3 vs 7.8%, respectively, for morphological and syllabic clusters), rather than to a decrease in the aligned condition (3.1 vs 3.4%) which would be expected if morphological clusters constitute stronger segmentation cues. The main finding of this experiment is that the misalignment between word onset and syllable onset produces a strong and highly reliable processing cost on both RTs and error rates. It is worth noting that, due to design constraints, all targets started with a liquid (either /l/ or //). Participants could have taken advantage of such a regularity and deployed ad hoc attentional strategies for locating the onset of the target word, which might have in turn washed out the effect. In sum, the present results provide strong evidence for the use of the syllabic structure in lexical segmentation of speech. However, taken individually, they are compatible both with the syllabic classification hypothesis (cf. Mehler et al., 1990) and with SOSH (cf. Content, Kearns, & Frauenfelder, 2001). In order to disentangle these two hypotheses, Experiment 2 was aimed at assessing the effect of misalignment between word offset and syllable offset. If the syllable serves as classification unit, offset misalignment should entail a processing cost of similar magnitude to onset misalignment. In contrast, if only the onsets of syllables are important for recognition of words in continuous speech, no or only a small alignment effect should be found in the spotting of initially embedded words. EXPERIMENT 2



Method Participants. Thirty-two students (mean age: 21 years; range: 18–29 years) from the University of Geneva participated in this experiment, as volunteers or as part of an introductory course in psycholinguistics. They were all native speakers of French and reported no hearing or speech disorder. None of them had taken part in Experiment 1. Materials and procedure. Thirty CVC monosyllabic French content words (mean frequency: 6,741, range: 314–43,985) were used as targets inserted in initial position in CVCCVC bisyllabic nonce strings. The main manipulation here concerned the alignment between the end of the target words and the syllable boundary of the carriers [e.g., jup(e), /Zyp/, skirt in jup.te`che for aligned vs ju.ploune for misaligned]. Selection of the clusters followed the same criteria as those of Experiment 1. The OBLI clusters used in the misaligned condition consisted of /b/, /d/, /fl/, /g/, /kl/, /k/, /pl/, /t/, /vl/, and /v/. In the aligned condition, the clusters used were /kt/, /ft/, /vn/, /pt/, /bd/, /gz/, /dv/, /fk/, /kp/, /tk/, /tp/, and /vz/. Among the latter, the first six exist within French morphemes, whereas the other six can be found only at a morphemic boundary within polymorphemic words. To avoid lexical competition effects, the CVCC initial portion of the carriers was never a word, nor the beginning of a longer word. Moreover, to avoid the influence of lexical knowledge, neither the final CVC portions nor the final CCVC portions constituted words, and the latter were nearly never compatible with longer words. Other characteristics of the carriers and fillers were similar to those used in Experiment 1. The target-bearing materials are presented in the Appendix. Carrier duration showed no significant difference between the two conditions [696 ms (range: 588– 840) vs 691 ms (range: 563–792); t(29) ⫽ .37]. In contrast, targets were on average significantly shorter
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in the aligned than in the misaligned condition [255 ms (range: 160–351) vs 280 ms (range: 157–377); t(29) ⫽ 2.99; p ⬍ .01]. The procedure was identical to that of Experiment 1, except that the participants were required to spot initially embedded words provided that these ended with one consonant.



Results and Discussion Reaction times were adjusted by subtracting the duration of the initial CVC portion so as to measure from target offset. Overall, the error rate (omissions and manual responses with no oral response or incorrect oral response) was 15.6%, whereas the rate of false detections was 6.5%. Mean RTs (by participants) and mean error rates are reported in Table 2. On average, target words were spotted 64 ms faster when their offset was aligned with the offset of the first syllable of the carrier than when it was misaligned with it. Repeated-measures ANOVAs with alignment as factor revealed that this difference was significant by participants but not by items [F1(1, 31) ⫽ 6.93, MSE ⫽ 9,287.4, p ⬍ .02; F2(1, 29) ⫽ 2.10, MSE ⫽ 25,511.9, p ⬍ .2]. As regards accuracy, error rates were identical across conditions, and no effect of alignment was found (both Fs ⬍ 1). As in Experiment 1, post hoc analyses assessed whether the effect of alignment was dependent on the (morphological vs syllabic) nature of the C.C clusters. In this experiment, 50% of the carriers pertained to each cluster type. On RTs, the alignment effect was 107 ms for the morphological clusters (704 vs 811 ms, for the aligned and misaligned conditions) but only 23 ms for the syllabic clusters (782 vs 805 ms). However, the interaction between alignment and type of cluster was merely marginally significant by participants and not significant by items [F1(1, 31) ⫽ 3.00, MSE ⫽ 18,772.4, p ⫽ .093; F2(1, 28) ⫽ 1.74, MSE ⫽ 24,873.0, p ⬍ .2]. On error rates, there was no interaction between alignment and type of cluster (Fs ⬍ 1; 18.3 vs 20.0% for the aligned and misaligned conditions in morphological clusters, and 12.9 vs 11.3% for the same conditions in syllabic clusters). The effect of final misalignment observed in the present experiment was thus less clear-cut and differed in two ways from that of initial misalignment found in Experiment 1. First, the final misalignment effect was restricted to RTs, whereas the effect of initial misalignment was found on both RTs and errors. Second, the final misalignment effect found on RTs was not statistically reliable across items but was only due to some particular clusters. In contrast, its initial counterpart, significant in both analyses, was fully reliable. In order to assess whether the trend toward an alignment effect found in Experiment 2 was caused by the presence of morphological consonant clusters, as suggested at least by the means obtained in the post hoc analyses, a third experiment used exclusively word-boundary clusters. These clusters never occur within words in French but are attested across word boundaries. We reasoned that such sequences,



TABLE 2 Mean Reaction Times (RTs) Measured from Target Offset and Error Rates for Experiment 2 Target Aligned Misaligned Difference ⫹



Carrier type jup.te`che ju.ploune



RTs (ms)



Errors (%)



748 (229) 812 (238) 64⫹



15.6 (9.2) 15.6 (10.8) 0



Indicates a difference statistically significant by participants only.
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compared to the OBLI clusters, would indicate an obligatory word offset and would represent the strongest possible syllable-offset cues. Hence, if syllable-offset alignment is important for lexical activation and segmentation, we would expect Experiment 3 to reveal a greater effect than that found in Experiment 2. In contrast, if the trend observed for the morphological clusters is spurious, no effect should be obtained in Experiment 3. EXPERIMENT 3



Method Participants. Thirty-two students (mean age: 22 years; range: 18–27 years) from the University of Geneva participated in this experiment, as volunteers or as part of an introductory course in psycholinguistics. They were all native speakers of French and reported no hearing or speech disorder. None of them had taken part in Experiment 1 or 2. Materials and procedure. The only difference between this experiment and Experiment 2 was the nature of the clusters used in the aligned condition (see the Appendix). Here, we selected aligned clusters (/bg/, /dg/, /fp/, /gv/, /ks/, /ps/, /tv/, /vb/, and /vd/) that never appeared within words in French but could be found at word boundaries. Thus, in the typical example, jup.te`che became jup.chonte. On average, as in Experiment 2, targets were significantly shorter in the aligned than in the misaligned condition [255 ms (range: 146–347) vs 280 ms (range: 157–377); t(29) ⫽ 4.15; p ⬍ .001]. In addition, in contrast to Experiment 2, carriers were also significantly longer in the aligned than the misaligned condition [723 ms (range: 582–833) vs 691 ms (range: 563–792); t(29) ⫽ 2.31, p ⬍ .03]. As the latter difference was in opposite direction to the local variations of the initial CVC portion, it could only be explained by (local) variations in the final CVC. Except for carriers in the aligned condition and the corresponding fillers, modified to maintain a similar distribution of medial clusters, the rest of the materials and procedure were identical to those used in Experiment 2.



Results and Discussion Two items (i.e., mauve and raide) missed by more than 50% of the participants were excluded from the analyses. Again, RTs were adjusted by subtracting the duration of the initial CVC portion so as to measure from target offset. Overall, the error rate (omissions and manual responses with no oral response or incorrect oral response) was 12.5%. The rate of false detections was 7.3%. Mean RTs (by participants) and mean error rates are reported in Table 3. On average, targets were spotted 34 ms faster in the aligned than in the misaligned condition, but the effect of alignment was not significant [F1(1, 31) ⫽ 1.54, MSE ⫽ 12,037.7, p ⬍ .25; F2(1, 27) ⫽ 1.40, MSE ⫽ 28,798.5, p ⬍ .25]. On the error rates, participants tended to miss fewer targets in the aligned than in the misaligned condition (difference: 3.6%) but this trend reached significance by participants only [F1(1, 31) ⫽ 4.59, MSE ⫽ 44.4, p ⬍ .05; F2 ⬍ 1]. TABLE 3 Mean Reaction Times (RTs) Measured from Target Offset and Error Rates for Experiment 3 Target Aligned Misaligned Difference ⫹



Carrier type jup.chonte ju.ploune



RTs (ms)



Errors (%)



815 (190) 849 (221) 34



10.7 (8.7) 14.3 (7.7) 3.6⫹



Indicates a difference statistically significant by participants only.
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In sum, the use of stronger alignment cues did not lead to a larger effect of alignment. Instead, neither the RT difference nor the trend observed on error rates appeared statistically reliable. GENERAL DISCUSSION



In the present study, three word-spotting experiments evaluated the role of syllable structure in the recognition of words in continuous speech. In Experiment 1, the effect of misalignment between word onset and syllable onset was investigated (e.g., zun.lac vs zu.glac). A strong and highly reliable processing cost due to the misalignment was observed both on RTs and on error rates. Experiment 2 assessed the effect of offset misalignment between words and syllables (jup.te`che vs ju.ploune), using materials analogous to those of Experiment 1. In contrast to Experiment 1, a smaller effect, only significant by participant, was obtained on RTs, and no effect was found on the error rates. Experiment 3 reexamined the offset misalignment case, using a stronger aligned condition, in which the clusters employed exclusively occurred at word boundaries (jup.chonte vs ju.ploune). Compared to Experiment 2, the difference obtained on RTs was markedly reduced and the effect of alignment no longer significant; on error rates, a small advantage, significant only by participants, appeared for the aligned condition. Taken together, the results indicate much stronger onset than offset alignment effects, in line with the SOSH hypothesis. Although RTs were measured from target offset in all experiments, they were about 400 ms faster in Experiment 1 (final embedding) than in the two other experiments (initial embedding). The finding of a target position effect is not specific to our study (Banel & Bacri, 1995; McQueen, 1998; McQueen et al., 1994; Norris, McQueen, Cutler, & Butterfield, 1997; van der Lugt, 2001). Assuming that target identification takes about the same time in both embedding positions, the RT difference suggests that for initial embedding, other processes take place after listeners have identified the target. Hence, one might worry that a potential misalignment effect on RTs in the initial embedding experiments is obscured by later processing. In order to evaluate this hypothesis, we checked whether misalignment effects appear for the fastest RTs and disappear for the longer latencies. We examined the distribution of raw RTs in each experiment, separately for the aligned and misaligned conditions, and computed every fifth percentile. Figure 1 displays the cumulative latency distributions for the three experiments. Whereas the onset misalignment effect observed in Experiment 1 clearly extends over the whole range of the distribution, the offset misalignment effects only appear for the slower half of the distribution in Experiments 2 and 3. Hence, the distribution analysis provides absolutely no support to the view that the absence of a clear offset misalignment effect is due to lateoccurring processes.1 Another methodological issue stems from RT measurements. One could argue that measuring RTs from the offset (rather than from the onset) of the targets may have decreased the probability of finding a final misalignment effect as for initial embedding; targets were longer in the misaligned than in the aligned condition. Although this reasoning is correct, it does not explain the onset/offset asymmetry found on the error rates. Furthermore, measuring latencies from target offset, the standard practice in word-spotting experiments, provides an estimation of processing time from a point at which all the information required for target identification is available. 1 A side effect of this overall RT difference is that the variance was much larger in Experiments 2 and 3 than in Experiment 1, leading to a potential loss of statistical power in the former experiments. However, this potential problem only applies to the RT analysis but not to error rates.
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FIG. 1. Cumulative spotting latency distributions for the aligned and misaligned targets for Experiments 1–3. The distributions were obtained by computing the 19 evenly spaced percentiles (from the 5th to the 95th) estimated from the raw RTs in each condition.



This is not the case for latencies measured from target onset, as these are inevitably confounded with target duration (see McQueen, 1996). Interestingly, other studies carried out in French provide little evidence in favor of an offset alignment effect. The only research that reported a significant effect (of 58 ms; Banel & Bacri, 1997) was aimed at assessing the relation between phonotactic legality and metrical cues to lexical segmentation. The authors had listeners spot initially embedded CVC words in CVCCVC or CVCVC carriers (e.g., lamp.zok vs lam.pok), bearing an iambic (short–long), trochaic (long–short), or spondaic (long– long) rhythmic pattern. They observed a misalignment effect which did not interact with the manipulation of the metrical pattern. However, to provide the strongest possible cues to word segmentation, Banel and Bacri (1997) intentionally used very unusual or even ‘‘illegal’’ aligned clusters, in the sense that most violated the voicing agreement rule. Furthermore, it is likely that the misalignment effect was also enhanced by a lexical competition effect, since the target-overlapping final portion of the carriers was compatible with a larger set of cohort candidates in the misaligned (.pok) than in the aligned condition (p.zok). Hence, their finding of an offset misalignment effect is definitely not incompatible with the present data. Indeed, in four experiments quite similar to Experiments 2 and 3, Crouzet (2000) found either no effect or small effects of offset misalignment, similar in magnitude to those reported in the present study. When present, the effect was never fully reliable, except in one experiment in which alignment was blocked, a situation that may well induce ad hoc strategic/attentional biases. In sum, there is little clear evidence that word/syllable offset misalignment introduces robust processing costs. While the preferred interpretation of the onset/offset asymmetry is based on the
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assumption that only syllable onsets play a direct role in lexical segmentation, three alternative interpretations need to be discussed. First, as noted under ‘‘Method’’ in Experiments 2 and 3, initially embedded targets were significantly shorter in the aligned than in the misaligned condition. Although such a durational difference is expected, since it reflects the propensity of French to keep syllable duration equivalent across various levels of structural complexity (e.g., Bartkova, 1988; Vaissie`re, 1977), it implies that aligned targets provide less processing time than misaligned targets, and it raises the possibility that the aligned targets contain less detailed acoustic– phonetic information than the misaligned targets. If this were the case, then potential final alignment effects could have been washed out due to a greater difficulty to identify targets in the aligned condition. To assess the plausibility of such an explanation, correlations between the magnitude of the alignment effect and the difference in target duration within each pair of carriers were calculated for Experiments 2 and 3. Contrary to the above explanation which predicts a negative correlation between the alignment effect and the durational difference, only weak and nonsignificant correlations were obtained [Experiment 2: r(30) ⫽ ⫺.18, p ⬍ .35, for RTs; r(30) ⫽ .11, p ⬍ .60, for error rates; Experiment 3: r(28) ⫽ .21, p ⬍ .30, for RTs; r(28) ⫽ .22, p ⬍ .30, for error rates]. Moreover, to make sure that a similar drop in the amount of acoustic–phonetic information was not responsible for reducing the alignment effect in Experiment 3 compared to Experiment 2, we examined whether the targets aligned with a morpheme-boundary in Experiment 2 were not shorter in Experiment 3. Recall that, as suggested by the post hoc analyses, the alignment effect obtained in Experiment 2 was caused primarily by these targets. Contrary to the explanation in terms of amount of acoustic information, the targets in question did not differ in duration across experiments [t(14) ⫽ 1.69, ns; 248 ms for Experiment 2, vs 262 ms for Experiment 3). There is thus no evidence in favor of the idea that potential final alignment effects could have been compensated due to a greater difficulty to identify the targets in the aligned condition. This implies that the tendency observed in Experiment 2 of morpheme-boundary clusters to yield a larger RT alignment effect than their syllabic counterparts was likely due to random variations. Second, in most of the previous studies as well as in the present one, the manipulation of onset vs offset misalignment was confounded with the metrical structure. All carriers were stressed on the final syllable, producing the iambic pattern characteristic for bisyllables in French (e.g., Wenk & Wioland, 1982). This is confirmed in the present experiments by the difference in duration between initially embedded and finally embedded targets [t(58) ⫽ 9.96; p ⬍ .001 for Experiment 2 vs 1, and t(58) ⫽ 8.93; p ⬍ .001 for Experiment 3 vs 1]. Fortunately, the absence of a rhythm by phonotactics interaction reported by Banel and Bacri (1997) suggests that this confound cannot account for the onset/offset asymmetry. Third, several results obtained across various paradigms demonstrate that spoken word recognition involves inhibitory competition between overlapping lexical candidates (Dumay et al., 2000; Luce, Pisoni, & Goldinger, 1990; McQueen et al., 1994; Norris et al., 1995; Vroomen & de Gelder, 1995). Although our materials were carefully devised to avoid, as far as possible, contaminating effects of lexical competition, it was impossible to completely equate the aligned and misaligned conditions. For example, in Experiment 1, the nature of the manipulation entails that there are lexical candidates compatible with the .CCV portion (e.g., gla) in the misaligned condition, whereas none exists for the C.CV portions (e.g., n.la) in the aligned condition. However, since in Experiment 1 the CCVC final portion of the carriers never constituted a word nor matched any longer word, it seems unlikely that the short-lived activation of these candidates would be sufficient to explain the large onset alignment effect that we observed. Indeed, other data (Frauenfelder, Scholten, & Content, in press;
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Marslen-Wilson, 1993) indicate that activated lexical candidates incur rapid deactivation through bottom-up inhibition caused by a mismatching phoneme. The present results are consistent with others obtained in Dutch and English. In a lexical decision task, Vroomen and de Gelder (1997b) assessed the activation of monosyllabic words embedded in longer items by measuring the amount of crossmodal semantic priming visual words elicited, whether related or not to the embedded ones. They demonstrated that words aligned with the onset of strong syllables were activated (e.g., boos, angry, in framboos, raspberry) but found no evidence of activation for words that were misaligned with the onsets of monosyllables (wijn, wine, in zwijn, swine). In a study similar to the present one, McQueen (1998) showed that misalignment between word and syllable onsets (e.g., rok, skirt, in fi.drok vs in fim.rok) produced a stronger processing cost than misalignment between word and syllable offsets (e.g., vel, skin, in velm.brul vs invel.brul). As in the French study by Banel and Bacri (1997) cited above, McQueen (1998) also found that these phonotactic effects were not modulated by the metrical pattern, here induced by the presence of a full or a reduced vowel in the nontarget portion of the carriers. Finally, the onset misalignment effect was recently replicated in English (e.g., pun.luck vs mar.fluck), both with English monolinguals and German–English bilinguals (Weber, 2000). In sum, the results of the present set of experiments, together with those reviewed above, indicate larger and more systematic alignment effects at syllable onset than offset. This asymmetry seems hard to reconcile with the hypothesis of prelexical syllabic classification (cf. Mehler et al., 1990), which would have predicted similar alignment effects at syllable onset and syllable offset. In contrast, it fits well with the hypothesis that syllables are used in speech recognition primarily as segmentation cues. Previous findings based on syllabification tasks, outlined in the introduction, already suggested a predominant role for syllable onsets (Content, Kearns, & Frauenfelder, 2001). The present study confirms and extends these findings using an online word recognition task. By providing direct evidence that syllable onsets are more important than syllable offsets for lexical alignment, it brings further support to the SOSH hypothesis, according to which syllable onsets constitute privileged reference points for segmentation and access to the lexicon. As Cutler and co-workers nicely conclude in a recent discussion, ‘‘the syllable appears to be the measuring stick against which viable and unviable parses of continuous speech are judged’’ (Cutler, McQueen, Norris, & Somejuan, 2001). One counterintuitive aspect of any view ascribing a functional role to syllables in spoken word recognition is that word and syllable boundaries do not always coincide in continuous speech. Since many words are multisyllabic, some syllable onsets are not word onsets. According to any syllabic segmentation strategy, such false alarms might be particularly damaging for the speech processor if the syllable boundary is the onset of another existing word (as messe, mass, in promesse, promise, or bone in trombone), since the latter, being activated, could act as a competitor of the longer word. In agreement with the hypothesis of syllable-based segmentation, cross-modal priming (Isel & Bacri, 1999; Luce & Cluff, 1998; Shillcock, 1990) and perceptual identification findings (Cluff & Luce, 1990) demonstrate that the embedded item is indeed activated and more so if it spans an entire syllable (cf. Vroomen & de Gelder, 1997b). However, whether the complementary processing cost for the recognition of the multisyllabic embedding word does also occur is much less clear. In their lexical decision and shadowing experiments on bisyllabic words, Luce and Lyons (1999) found no effect of the lexical status of the second syllable (e.g., chloride vs chlorine). One interpretation of these results is thus that the lexical processor does evaluate the parse involving the finally embedded word because it is syllabically aligned, but favors the longer word (cf. Swinney, 1981).
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Another difficulty relates to resyllabification phenomena applying across word boundaries. In French, three types of phonological processes are assumed to entail resyllabification: elision, where two consonants are chained due to the deletion of an intervening schwa (as in pas d’ roˆle, /pa.d’ol/, no role; the apostrophe after d refers to the lost schwa); enchaıˆnement, where a word-final consonant attaches to a following word-initial vowel or, in some cases, consonant (as in sac anglais, /sa.ka˜.gle/, British bag); and liaison enchaıˆne´e, where a word-final latent consonant surfaces and is linked to a following word-initial vowel (as in petit ami, /pə.ti.ta.mi/, little friend). In each of these cases, if syllabification rules apply to the whole phrases, word and syllable boundaries would not coincide, and an incorrect lexical alignment would be made on the basis of syllable onsets. However, various findings indicate that the pivotal consonant involved in elision (Fougeron & Steriade, 1997; Rialland, 1986), enchaıˆnement (Dumay et al., 1999, 2000), or liaison (Dejean de la Baˆtie, 1993; Spinelli, McQueen, & Cutler, 2000) is phonetically and perceptually different from its word-initial variant. For instance, in Dumay et al. (1999), we found that enchaıˆnement sequences involving an OBLI cluster (magique roche, /. . .IK#{ⲙS/, magic rock; ‘‘#’’ indicates the word boundary) differ in the duration of both the preboundary vowel and the liquid from sequences in which the cluster is lexically assigned to the second word (e.g., demi-croche, /. . . ik#ɔʃ/, eighth note). Furthermore, using the shared portions of these sequences (e.g., ik#ɔʃ vs i#kɔʃ) as carriers in a word-spotting task on the CVC items, we demonstrated that listeners exploit these durational variations (or phonetic correlates of them) in on-line lexical segmentation. Thus, potential costs of word/syllable misalignments in continuous speech processing might be strongly alleviated if the segmentation heuristic is sensitive to fine-grained phonetic details. Moreover, it should be noted that syllable-based segmentation strategies such as SOSH (Content, Kearns, & Frauenfelder, 2001) or that proposed by Cutler et al. (2001) are not deterministic rules but heuristics, so that their effect could be modulated or compensated by other cues, such as lexical information. In line with this view, Fougeron, Frauenfelder, and Content (1999) compared lexical effects on phoneme monitoring and found that the decrease in the lexical effect due to the insertion of an initial epenthetic consonant (e.g., gacrobat) could be compensated when the inserted consonant had a lexical status (e.g., l’acrobat; see also Spinelli et al., 2000, for related findings). One important implication of this research concerns the similarities and differences in processing across languages. Cutler and Norris (1988) argued that the metrical structure provides important constraints on word recognition in stress-timed languages such as English and Dutch. According to their proposal, the Metrical Segmentation Strategy (MSS), listeners would initiate lexical searches at the onsets of those syllables containing a full vowel, i.e., the strong syllables, whereas no lexical lookup would be triggered by weak syllables, which by definition contain a reduced vowel and never bear stress. Though it is implicit in the MSS hypothesis, segmenting the speech stream at strong syllables thus necessarily entails some syllable onset segmentation. Based on this view, and given that similar onset/offset alignment asymmetries were reported for French (this study) and Dutch (McQueen, 1998), one may speculate that the same onset alignment heuristic operates in the stress-timed languages and French, even though the way the rhythm of these languages constrains the lexical segmentation and mapping processes may greatly vary. If this appeared to be true, the Syllable Onset Segmentation Heuristic would constitute a general component of spoken word recognition independent of the listener’s language.
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APPENDIX Target-Bearing Materials from Experiments 1, 2, and 3 Experiment 1: Final targets Aligned



Misaligned



Target translation



zun.lac gur.laine zin.lame zan.linge gum.loupe zam.lourd zir.luge ze`m.lune gueur.lutte zeum.race zum.rage til.raide zeun.rame zin.rampe zul.rare zan.reine gum.reˆve nal.rhume nam.riche zal.ride nal.rire gul.rive jan.robe zan.roche tim.role jal.rose zim.rouge nan.route tin.ruche jam.rude



zu.glac zu.claine ti.glame gu.flinge da.bloupe ti.blourd na.bluge cau.blune na.clutte gu.prace zon.trage na.draide co.prame ze´.vrampe ze´.trare da.creine co.preˆve zi.frhume co.vriche quin.fride gu.vrire gu.drive na.frobe zu.froche zam.proˆle ti.drose za.crouge da.froute da.pruche jo.trude



lake wool sword linen lens heavy sledge moon fight race rage stiff oar ramp rare queen dream cold rich wrinkle smile shore dress rock role rose red road hive rough



Experiments 2 and 3: Initial targets Aligned 2



Aligned 3



Misaligned



Target translation



bec.tide boeuf.quipe bot.que`re chef.couge chec.til chic.tose choc.tus chut.pabe cod.vouche coc.poeuf coˆt.quige dat.quize dout.pigue guid.vate jup.te`che lamp.tuse lang.je`pe mauv.nasse meut.poffe nap.tine pent.pache raid.vonce reˆv.zole rob.dac roc.tupe rout.caphe tic.te`ve toc.tume typ.tinche veuf.tal



bec.chanfe boeuf.panque bot.vasse chef.poute chec.chonle chic.choule choc.chide chut.ve`que cod.guile coc.chimpe coˆt.vaf dat.voule dout.vonque guid.gace jup.chonte lamp.chog lang.vof mauv.binque meut.vimpe nap.cholle pent.vuque raid.gonte reˆv.dace rob.gane roc.chune rout.vine tic.chupe toc.chif typ.chette veuf.pite



be`.clonche boeu.fle`ge bo.truge che`.flupe che`.clide chi.clonte cho.clume chu.trofe co.drinche co.cleute coˆ.tranle da.trigue dou.trule gui.drouche ju.ploune lam.plosse lan.gric mau.vrache meu.troufe na.plite pen.treuse rai.drupe reˆ.vluque ro.brine ro.clinve rou.tre`me ti.crouve to.cluve ty.plive veu.flompe



beak beef boot boss check fashionable shock fall code cock coast date doubt guide skirt lamp tongue mauve pack tablecloth slope stiff dream dress rock road twitch hat type widowed



Note. The items are given according to the orthographic rules of French. The written form of targets embedded initially is, however, not always respected.
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